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Excellent 4.00 Overall Rating 5 out of 5 All Ratings
(based on 3 votes) 4.00 Ease of use 5 out of 5 All
Ratings (based on 1 votes) 4.00 Value for money 4 out of
5 All Ratings (based on 1 votes) 4.00 Usability 5 out of 5
All Ratings (based on 2 votes) 4.00 Functionality 5 out
of 5 All Ratings (based on 2 votes) 5 out of 5 Overall 4
out of 5 All Ratings (based on 3 votes) 4.00 The Bottom
Line FlashCrest ISO Maker is a lightweight Windows
application that helps users create ISO images from any
type of files. It boasts a clean and intuitive layout that
allows you to set up the dedicated parameters with just a
few clicks.Q: How do I get this with regex I would like
to make sure there are a minimum of 2 characters in the
first sentence and a maximum of 1 character in the
second. Can someone help with the following regex
please: $str = "hi my name is john and what do you do?";
preg_match("/^(\w*).+?(\w*)$/", $str, $matches); The
desired result is [0] "hi my name is john and what do you
do?" [1] "hi my name is john and what do you do?" A:
Match each string on the line using the pattern
^(\S+).*?(\S+)$ You can use the \S+ to match at least
one non-whitespace character. The.*? is a non-greedy
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match that only matches as much of the string as needed.
You then have the non-greedy \S+ match at least one
more character.
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Allows you to copy a macro from a website or MS
PowerPoint presentation to a text file. The program can
be used from the command line or from an external
program, allowing you to perform actions on the macro
files without changing the PowerPoint presentation. You
can also copy a macro from the clipboard to the current
project. The program offers a lot of options to perform
the copy-paste operation:• You can enter a number of
lines that will be copied for each macro definition.• You
can specify the description of the macro; this will appear
in the dialog box.• You can add tags to each definition.•
You can specify whether the macro code will be saved in
the project or in a text file.• You can specify the format
of the macro code. This includes three basic formats:
TEXT, CTRL+BEGIN, and CTRL+END. In the latter
two formats the code will include a system menu when it
is executed.• When the macro code is saved, you can
open it in the Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 or in the
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Visual Studio Express Edition for Windows Phone.• You
can choose the size of the code to be saved.• You can use
the Ctrl+Break command to insert a breakpoint into the
macro code. When the code is executed, the program
will pause execution and show a dialog window with
information about the current state of the code (the
debugger window). The debugger window shows all local
variables and local procedures that are used in the macro
code. By using the Windows menu you can:• Start the
macro code execution.• Display all local variables in the
dialog window.• Continue execution from a specific line
of the code. The debugger window shows which line of
code is currently being executed. MultiTrackZip 4.6, the
modern and easy-to-use solution to ZIP and 7z archives,
is here. MultiTrackZip is developed for Windows-based
operating systems
(Win98/ME/2000/XP/2003/Vista/7/8/8.1/10). It is a
robust, stable, and multifunctional file compression and
archiving program. The program is also equipped with a
few standard utilities such as an archive manager, a file
manager, a simple viewer, and a file deletion tool. It can
also be used for file encryption and password-protected
file sharing. MultiTrackZip comes with a full set of tools
to create, edit, and extract ZIP and 7z archives. Key
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features: ✔ All zip/7z utilities✔ Explorer 1d6a3396d6
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FlashCrest ISO Maker is a lightweight Windows
application that helps users create ISO images from any
type of files. It boasts a clean and intuitive layout that
allows you to set up the dedicated parameters with just a
few clicks. The program gives you the possibility to
upload files into the working environment using either
the built-in browse function or “drag and drop” support.
When it comes to file management operations, you are
allowed to add multiple directories and files to the list,
delete or rename the selected ones, as well as create new
folders. Other important features worth mentioning are
represented by the possibility to select the ISO type
(Juliet or ISO9660), and carry out the ISO image
creation process by specifying the filename and saving
directory. Additionally, FlashCrest ISO Maker lets you
create a bootable disc and specify its name. During our
testing we have noticed that FlashCrest ISO Maker
carries out a task quickly, and no errors showed up
throughout the entire process. Since there aren’t any
configuration settings, even less experienced users can
set up the dedicated parameters with minimum effort. As
it would be expected from such a small utility, it remains
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light on system resources, so it doesn’t burden the overall
performance of the computer, nor interfere with other
programs’ functionality. To sum things up, FlashCrest
ISO Maker makes the ISO creation process seem nothing
but a piece of cake. Thanks to its intuitive layout and
handy set of parameters, it is suitable for rookies and
professionals alike.
What's New in the FlashCrest ISO Maker?

FlashCrest DVD Menu Creator is a tiny, yet powerful,
application that makes it very easy to create DVD menus
for your personal, home or business needs. With the help
of this simple to use software, you will be able to create
DVD menus in minutes instead of days. The program
supports all types of Windows and Mac systems and is
available in 32 and 64-bit editions. To create a DVD
menu, you will first need to load the DVD files to the
program, and then you will be prompted to select the
menu type. You can create one menu for each DVD,
multiple menus, or even create an entire menu DVD.
When it comes to editing your DVD menu, you have the
option to add slide-in (text) information, choose a font,
set the text size, and position text anywhere on the menu.
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Other features of FlashCrest DVD Menu Creator include
converting text images to slide-in content, and creating
slide-in animations for your menus. Lastly, you can even
make changes to the system font and adjust the color of
the menu background. This allows you to customize the
menu to match the rest of the DVD. If you are not
satisfied with the performance of the default menu or
would like to make changes, you can export your DVD
menu as XML, HTML or Windows HTA file, as well as
save your project directly to the disc and apply it to the
DVD. For those who want to learn more about this
interesting software, the author provides you with a
simple and easy-to-follow tutorial that includes step-bystep instructions for creating DVD menus. FlashCrest
DVD Menu Creator Features: FlashCrest Web Capture
Maker is a tool that lets users record videos, photos and
web pages, and then save them in one package. The
program is also a simple-to-use utility that allows you to
record all kinds of web pages in a matter of minutes. In
addition, FlashCrest Web Capture Maker can capture
live streaming video and audio. Furthermore, it can
create a photo collage with over 100 effects. When it
comes to recording videos, you will have the possibility
to select the resolution of the created files. When it
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comes to saving your web pages, you can select the web
page that you want to record, and FlashCrest Web
Capture Maker will capture the entire page. Additionally,
you can create a screenshot of any selected web page,
and save it in various sizes. Also, FlashCrest Web
Capture Maker lets you record desktop and application
windows in high quality. The program can record any
HTML page that you want to save, including Flash pages,
and you can also set the compression format. If you want
to make your own photo collage, FlashCrest Web
Capture Maker will let you add any picture to the collage
with just one click. You can also apply over 100 effects
to your pictures, and edit
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System Requirements:

Before you start gaming, you'll want to ensure your
system is able to handle the games graphics settings. To
find out, open up the graphics settings (found in the main
settings menu) and make sure everything is set to Low,
Standard, High, Ultra, and V-Sync is disabled. I'm using
a GTX 970 and it runs all games on ultra settings with an
occasional low resolution setting. If you're experiencing
lag or stuttering, chances are your system may not be
able to handle the high settings. If you're experiencing
lag or stuttering, the first
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